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Strong Industry Support for ASPEN Protocol in IP Infrastructure Deployments
Amsterdam ― September 9, 2015 ― Evertz, a leader in IP infrastructure solutions for the Broadcast industry, announces a rapid
increase in deployments and growing support for the ASPEN protocol. Since its first release at NAB 2015, many leading broadcasters
and equipment manufacturers are realizing the benefits of the ASPEN protocol for their leading edge IP facilities and products.
ASPEN has been submitted to SMPTE for publication as a Registered Disclosure Document (RDD 37) for the benefit of the broadcast
and media industry. Evertz has been leading the IP revolution with global deployments of its Software Defined Video Networking
(SDVN) solutions and ASPEN was developed to further support the industry’s transition to IP. The development of ASPEN has been a
collaborative effort of Evertz and many broadcast industry leaders. These broadcast leaders include: Abekas, ChryonHego,
Discovery Communications, Game Creek Video, Hitachi Kokusai Electric Limited Inc., NEP Group Inc., PacketStorm, Ross Video, Sony,
Tektronix, Time Warner Cable SportsNet, and Vizrt.

More...

Developed to meet the real world requirements of an IP-centric facility while leveraging proven MPEG2-TS standards,
ASPEN offers a robust format for encapsulating uncompressed Ultra HD/3G/HD/SD over MPEG-2 transport streams (TS).
When combined with existing SMPTE standards such as SMPTE ST 302 (audio over TS), SMPTE ST 2038 (ancillary data
over TS) and the SMPTE 2022 family of IP standards, ASPEN provides broadcasters with a flexible method of transporting
video, audio, and data over scalable IP networks. Ultra low latency with independent video, audio and ancillary data
flows also makes ASPEN ideal for use in production environments and work flows.
For additional Press or Product information please visit IBC Booth 3.C20 or www.evertz.com or by phone at +1-905-3353700

###
About Evertz
Evertz Technologies Limited designs, manufactures and markets video and audio infrastructure solutions for the television, telecommunications
and new-media industries. Evertz provides complete end-to-end solutions to content creators, broadcasters, specialty channels and television
service providers to support their increasingly complex multi-channel digital and high definition television (“HDTV”) broadcast environments, next
generation high bandwidth low latency IP network environments and by telecommunications and new-media companies. Evertz’ products allow its
customers to generate additional revenue while reducing costs through the more efficient signal routing, distribution, monitoring and management
of content as well as the automation of previously manual processes. For additional information, visit www.evertz.com
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